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ABSTRACT 

Construct a graph on the set of all w2 — w functions by joining two of them 

if they are eventually different. P. Erdés and A. Hajnal posed the problem of 

determining the chromatic number of this graph. They proved, that, under CH, 

it is at least Nj, and it is consistent that it is at least No. We show that (under 

GCH) both values Nz and Ng can be attained. 

If « > w is a regular cardinal, let G(x) be the following graph. The vertex set 

is the collection of all « > w functions. Two such functions are joined iff they 

differ from some point onward. The graph G(w2) was introduced and studied 

by P. Erdés and A. Hajnal in [3]. They investigated the problem if there 

exist uncountably chromatic graphs of size N2 such that every subgraph 

of size 8, is countably chromatic. They gave an example of such a graph 

under the continuum hypothesis and showed that (even without CH) every 

such graph can be embedded into G(w2). This implies, under CH, that 

Chr(G(w2)) > Ni, (Chr means chromatic number). They also proved that 

Chr(G(w2)) > Ne if GCH holds and there exists an w2-Kurepa tree. 

In [3] it is also asked if there exists a graph of size.and chromatic 

number N, in which every subgraph of size 8; is w-chromatic. Baumgartner 

[2] proved that the existence of such a graph is consistent with GCH.
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Foreman and Laver [4] showed the independence of the statement, from 
the consistency of the existence of a huge cardinal. Recently, Shelah [6] 
produced graphs of this kind under the axiom of constructibility. 

We start with an easy observation. 

Theorem 1. If 2” = 2”: < 22 then Chr(G(we)) 2 wa. 

Proof. By the cardinal arithmetic hypothesis there exist functions f,:w2 > 
2” for a < 2”? such that if a # 8 then f.(£) # fe(€) for € large enough. 
Let {A(a) : a < 2”} be a family of independent infinite subsets of w. If 
a < B < 2, put Faa(€) = min(A(fa(E)) — A(fa(€))) for € < we. Clearly, 
Fg: we — w. If we color the functions {Fig : a < 8 < 22} by X; colors, 
then by the Erdés-Rado theorem, as 2"? > 2":, for some a < 8 c 9, Fig 
and Fg, get the same color. If € < we is large enough, fp (€), fa(€), fy (€) 
are different, and so Fug (&) # Fy,(€), so they are joined, a contradiction to 
the fact that they get the same color. MI 

In ZFC, we cannot even settle the following problems. 

Conjecture 1. It is consistent that Chr(G(w2)) = w. 

Conjecture 2. CH is consistent with Chr(G(w2)) = w. 

Conjecture 1 implies the following conjecture of A. Dow and the author. 

Conjecture 3. It is consistent that every graph G of size XN. with Chr(G) > 
w has a subgraph with size and chromatic number XN. 

If there is a model for this statement, then, by the above mentioned 
result of Erdős and Hajnal, 27 5 wa must hold in it. 

Theorem 2. If 2” < we and there is a nonreflecting stationary subset 
S C we then there is a graph G on we with Chr(G) = w,, Chr(G’) < w for 
every subgraph G of size < wy. 

Proof. Let {Aq : a < we} be disjoint sets of size 2°, A= U{A, :a< we }. 
We build G on A. Put B, = U{Ag : 8 < a}. A point z € A, is joined into 
points in Ba only if a € S. Notice that then cf(a) = w. Then, if y € Ay, 
y is joined into a sequence z, such that ra E Ag, Where a, 7 a. Also, 
we require, that for every such sequence x, a y be found. If f:A > w is 
a good coloring, as § is stationary, there is an a € S such that for every 
i a w either f "(i) € By or else there are arbitrarily high 8 < a with 
f°" (i) Ag # @. By the construction of our graph, there is a point y € A,
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joined into a point with color 7 for every i < w for which the second clause 

holds, so f(y) cannot be of either type, a contradiction. 

To prove that every subset of A of size < w, can be w-colored, it suffices 

to show that B, is w-chromatic for every a < w2. We show this by induction 

on a. The cases a is a successor, or cf(@) = w are trivial. If cf(a) = wy, as 

S is nonreflecting, there is a closed unbounded subset C C a, disjoint from 

S. Let C = {y¢ : € < uw} be the increasing enumeration of C with 99 = 0. 

By the inductive hypothesis, all the subsets De = U{Ag : yg < B < Yeu} 

are < w-chromatic, By = U{D, : € < w;}, and, as CN S = @, every point 

in Dg is joined into finitely many points in U{D, : 7 < €}, therefore giving 
the claim. @ 

We have not been able to show the consistency of Chr(G(w2)) = w. 

Notice that, by the above mentioned result of Erdés-Hajnal, it implies the 

quoted result of Foreman-Laver. We know the consistency of two other 

values of Chr(G(w2)) with GCH. 

Theorem 3. If the existence of a huge cardinal is consistent, then so are 

GCH and Chr(G(w2)) = we. 

Proof. Magidor [5] gave a model in which there is a uniform ultrafilter D 
on w2 such that |“?w/D| = wa. This obviously implies that the graph in 

question is < w2-chromatic. Magidor starts with a huge cardinal «, a huge 

embedding j:V — M, j(«) = \ measurable. He forces by a A-c.c. partial 

order, making k = w;, X = w3. This makes the original (<*2,* 2) tree an w3- 

Kurepa tree. Then he collapses w; onto w, which transforms the latter tree 

into an w2-Kurepa tree. By an argument of Erdés-Hajnal [3], this implies 

Chr(G(w2)) > wo. B 

Theorem 4. It is consistent that GCH and Chr(G(w2)) = w3 hold. 

Proof. Using a construction of S. Shelah [6], we show that, there consis- 

tently exists an w3-chromatic graph on w3, which can be embedded, by a 

forcing, into G(w2). We start with the assumption V=L. 

A quadruple p = (s, f,6,F) is called a pre-condition if s € [w3]*":, 

f is a function, Dom(f) C [s]?, Ran(f) C we, 0 < we, F:s x 0 > w, 

and if (z,y) € Dom(f), f(z,y) < a < 6 then F(z,a) # F(y,a). We 

use the notation @ = 6°, etc. p’ = (s',f',6,F’) < p = (s,f,0,F) iff 

s 25 f—-— f'|[s!?,@ > 6,F’ D F. Fix an enumeration {p(€): & < ws} of 

the pre-conditions. For e < w3 put ple = (s Ne, f|[s Ne]?, 6, F\(s Ne) x 8) 
and 7(p) = min{e: ple = p}.
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Whenever X is a graph on w3, a pre-condition p = (s,f,0,F) is a 

condition, if Dom(f) = [s]?. 1 X. Let P be the set of all conditions. We 

first notice that if p,q are conditions, 6? = 6%, then p,q are compatible if 

and only if f?, f% as well as F?,F*% are compatible as functions. In this 

case we are going to define the direct extension oftp,q as r = (s? U 8%, f? U 

fi Uf,O+1,F? UF’) where f(z,y) = 0 for c € s? — 87, y € 8% — 8?, 

{x,y} € X. It is easy to see that (P,<) is < we-closed. 

Lemma 1. (P,<) is w3-c.c. 

Proof. By A-system arguments and the above remarks on direct exten- 

sions. IB 

Lemma 2. If every subgraph of X of size Xi is countably chromatic, then 

for every n < we, the set D = {(s, f,0,F): 8 =} is dense. 

Proof. If p = (s, f,0,F) € P,@ < 7,g:8s — w is a good coloring of X on 

8, put q = (s, f,n, F’) where F’ D F has F'(z,a) = g(x) for6 << a< 7. 

Clearly, qg<p. u 

In the following construction of the graph X we follow some ideas of 

(6]. Fix a bijection G:w2 — w3, and a surjection €a,g:w2 — [a, 8) for every 

a c B a wz. As we assume V=L, the so-called diamond-in-the-square 

principle holds, see [1]. Therefore, for every limit 6, with w. < 6 < ws, there 

are a closed, unbounded Cs € 6, and a model Ms = (6; Ks, 5,46, t6, cs) 

such that Ks:we x 6? — 6, 5:6 3 6, ig:6 — we, t:5 — Ő, cs < 6. For 

a € Cy,Ca =aNCs and M, < Ms. Whenever M = (ws; K, v,i,t,c) isa 

model with K: we xX wz — w3, ViwW3 > Ws, 1:W3 — wa, t:wz > W3, C < W3, 

then for stationary many 6 € B = {a < w3:otp(C,) = w2},Ms < M. Put 

h(6) = min(C;). Clearly, cs < h(6). 

We are going to construct partial functions:gs5:C; > 6 for every limit 

We <6 < wy by transfinite recursion on 6. ga = gs|a will hold for a € CS. 

Assume that the order type of C, is +1, the €-th element of it is e, we 

find gs(€) as follows. Put G(€) = (i, u,v) for some i, u,v < wa. Let the 

p-th interval of C; be [a,8), and ¢ = éa,e{v). If there exists a y with 

e a h(y) < 6, oP) = 675), such that the conditions p(v(y)),p(¢) are 

compatible, is(7) = i, then we let: gs(e) be the least such y, otherwise, we 

leave gs(e) undefined. To construct X, we join 6 into Ran(gs) for every 

6eB. 

Lemma 3. In V?, Chr(X) = w3.
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Proof. Assume that 1 I+ H:w3 — we is a good coloring. For every 6 € B 

select a condition (6) lk H(6) = i(6). Put q(5) = p(v(6)). We include the 

functions 1(6),v(6),¢(6) = min{y > 6:€ < 6 implies r(p(£)) < 7} into M. 

If 6,7 < we are given, enumerate as {qo;; : j < w2} a maximal incompat- 

ible system of conditions g € P such that 6% = 6, there is a €(q) < w3 with 

the property that whenever 0%) = 9, i(5) = i, and q(6),q are compatible, 
then h(5) < &(q). Such systems exist by Lemma 1. Select c < w3 so large 

that 7(qei; ), €(qeij) < ¢ for 0,1, 7 <w. Include c into M. Add also the func- 
tion K(i,v,a) = min{y: i(y) = i,¢(y)|a = p(v), h(y) > a}. We now have 

the model M, and so can apply the claim that for some 6 € B, Ms <~ M. As- 

sume that i(6) = i, q(6)|5 = p(¢) then, as ¢ isin M, ¢ < 6. Assume that ¢ is 
in [a, 8), the y-th complementary interval of C,. Assume that e,,4(v) = ¢, 

and € < uw» satisfies G(é) = (i,4,v). Put 6 = 6°). Assume that the €-th 
element of C; is c. What happened at the construction of gs(e)? If there 

exists a such that ¢ < h(y), i(y) = 1,6?°¢) = 6 and p(v(y)), p(C) are 
compatible, then {7,5} € X for the least such 7, and a common extension 

of p(v(y)) and q(6) forces that H(6) = H(y) =i, a contradiction. We can, 

therefore, assume that for every ¥ if i(7) — i, 60 = 6, p(v(y)), p(C) are 
compatible, then h(y) < ¢. Then, there exists a j < w2, such that qoi;, p(C) 
are directly compatible, so h(6) < c= cg, a contradiction. = 

To conclude the proof of the Theorem, we are going to show that X 

on every bounded subset of w3 is countably chromatic. This suffices, by 

Lemma 2. If 8 < w3, a good coloring H: 3 — w is suitable, if for every limit 
6 < B, the set w — {H(gs5(€)):€ € C;} is infinite. 

Lemma 4. If 8 c a c wz, H:B — w is suitable, H’ is a coloring of some 

finite subset of [G,w3) such that H U H’ is a good coloring, then there is a 

suitable extension of H to a which is compatible with H’. 

Proof. By induction on a. To pass from a to a + 1, assign a color to a, 

compatible with H’, and use the Lemma for a. If a is limit, let {yg: € < 

otp(C’,)} be the increasing enumeration of C’,, with y) = 0. Suppose that 

Yo SB < Y¢41. As H is suitable, A = w— {H(ga(ye)): € < C} — Ran(H’) is 

infinite. Choose k € A. Using the Lemma repeatedly, we extend H from £ 

to ¥¢41, then from 741 to 742, and so on, but coloring the vertices g.(7-) 

for ¢ < € < otp(C’,), not in the domain of H’, only with k. For a limit 
ordinal € < otp(C),), {H(ga(7,)):7 < €} contains only one element of A. 

The induction step is possible as g,(yg) is connected by no edge into points 

in ye as Ye < A(ga(ye)). @
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We notice that under 272 — Nz, Conjecture 3 is eguivalent to the 

statement that G(w2) can be embedded into G(w3). Various questions can 

be asked about the embeddability of G(K) into G(A) for different «, A. As 

G(w) contains a complete graph with 2” vertices, it can not be embedded 

into G(x) for k > w2, and G(«) embeds into G(w) iff 2" = 2”. G(w) embeds 

into G(w1) iff there is a family of 2” almost disjoint w, — w functions. For 

« <, G(«) trivially embeds into G(A), if Chr(G(«)) = w, and this holds if 

« is measurable. If 2" = «+, and « is weakly compact, then G(«) embeds 

into G(«*), so it is reasonable to ask the following question. 

Conjecture 4. If x is weakly compact, then Chr(G(x)) = w. 
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